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1 of 1 review helpful Orcas The water world equivalent of humans By Jack Hicks This is a personal biography as 
much as it is a book about killer whales It tells the life story of a researcher trying to decipher the complex sonic 
language of these magical beasts but in the process the author connects us to these beasts in a very personal emotional 
way I was very touched by descriptions of the plight of these magnificent h For the past twenty five years Alexandra 
Morton has been at the forefront of whale and dolphin research dedicating her life to the study of orcas also known as 
killer whales Now in Listening to Whales Morton shares the spellbinding story of her career her adventures in the 
wilderness the heartbreak she has endured and the rewards of living her life on her own terms Born into an artistic 
family in Connecticut Morton experienced a seismic jolt when From Publishers Weekly Orca researcher Morton 
describes her more than 20 years studying the movements and sounds of orcas the mammals actually dolphins 
commonly known as killer whales or regionally blackfish After getting her ears wet cataloguing the reco 
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